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What magical trick makes us intelligent? The trick is that there is no trick. The
power of intelligence stems from our vast diversity, not from any single, perfect
principle. (M. Minsky, The Society of Mind)

1

Introduction and theoretical framework

A new generation of cities and regions is emerging throughout the world to meet the
challenges of knowledge-based development and globalisation. They were called
‘innovative’, ‘innovating’, ‘learning’, ‘intelligent’ regions, and more recently ‘regions of
knowledge’ [1]. Their creation started with the ‘explosion’ of the innovation process out
of research labs and the consequent extension of the spatiality of innovation over the
entire regional space.
A principal feature of innovative regions is their capacity to create environments
favourable to turning knowledge into new products, disseminating information, building
organisational learning, integrating skills, and in the end generating innovations. Silicon
Valley, beside its cyclical ups and downs, is setting the standards for such regions, while
a stopples development of technological innovation territories, under diverse conditions,
is occurring all over the world: in northern and southern Europe, from Uusimaa in
Finland, Stockholm and Kista in Sweden, Noord-Brabant in the Netherlands, to SophiaAntipolis and Rhone-Alpes in southern France, Bayern and Baden-Württemberg in
southern Germany; in Japan and southern Asia, from Malaysia and Singapore to
Bangalore in India; the later constituting a prototype for developing countries seeking to
benefit from the decentralisation of information technologies and the software industry.
Such trajectories have rapidly gained ground, constituting the prevailing regional
development model at the beginning of the 21st Century, which more and more regions
are trying to copy and implement.
Literature in the fields of economic geography, urban and regional development, and
technology management is persistently seeking to explain this type of territorial
development, and outline policies and good practice in setting-up the motors of regional
technological innovation. Different explanatory schemes were formed, built with respect
to flexible specialisation theories on technology districts and innovative clusters with
major contributions from Becattini [2], Scott [3], and Porter [4]; evolutionary theories on
learning regions, territorial innovation systems, organisational learning and tacit
knowledge, by Cooke and Morgan [5], Landabaso [6], Lundvall [7], and Storper [8]; and
theories linking innovative regions and digital innovation spaces creating intelligent cities
and regions [9–10]. This theoretical research on the one hand explains how the territories
of technological innovation were created, the local histories and the trajectories followed
in each case, and on the other hand, what the fundamental elements are, and how they
combine with each other in creating a self-sustaining territorial system of innovation.
Illustrating the diversity of factors involved in the ‘innovation growth engine’ of a
leading region, Silicon Valley, Cooke highlights five critical elements [11]:
1

“Basic research, knowledge generation and application capability of the kind
normally found centreed on advanced private research or leading edge public
research laboratories.
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Venture capital is crucial as the means by which ideas have been screened and
selected are given a chance to fly as commercial products or services.
Law firms are important as gatekeepers, advising firms on appropriate investors,
counselors assisting entrepreneurs to access other services, and sources of contracts
for many things ranging from recruitment to contract manufacturing.
Specialist consultants in business and technological services ranging from
management accountants rather than simple auditing services, head hunting services
and specialist engineering, software and media, and regulatory advisers or property
development services, including specialised public provision.
A local value chain of firms that can conduct, for example contract manufacturing,
design and fabrication, and various fairly prosaic supplies like logistics, or exhibition
organisation and specialised catering services.”

This description of main factors shaping a leading innovative region coincides with what
we have defined, in a more abstract way, as critical components of a regional system of
innovation (Figure 1) [12]. We have argued that innovative regions and territorial
systems of innovation spatially concentrating industrial clusters, research institutes,
technology transfer agencies, funding organisations, and information infrastructure, are
networks which work as integrators. Integration takes place between the separate
components of the regional innovation process: R&D, innovation finance, technology
transfer, new product development, and cooperative production. But integration also
takes place between the physical, institutional, and digital spaces within which innovation
processes occur. We used the term intelligent cities / regions to illustrate the multi-level
localised system of innovation, which assures the coherence of practice of organisations
involved in product, process, and organisational innovation.
Figure 1
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In innovative territories, research results and scientific knowledge are transformed into
new products with the involvement of innovation funding, technology transfer, and
product development external to the organisation concerned. No doubt, these externalities
presuppose an advanced social division of labour in the field of technological innovation.
This seems to be the dominant trend, creating a new logic of ‘open innovation’ in which
R&D and creativity extends beyond the boundaries of the company [13]. Increasing
‘externalisation’ of innovation from research labs makes outsourcing mainstream practice
for large and small firms, public or private organisations, in order to assure the critical
resources of funding (through venture capital), technology (through technology transfer),
and inter-firm collaboration (through institutional and digital networks). Innovative
companies and organisations, networks among distributed competences, externalities in
the innovation processes, integration among physical, institutional and digital innovation
spaces, and political regulation, are key concepts for understanding territories of
innovation.
A principal element of innovative regions is the respective sub-system of
technological information assuring a continual flow of knowledge based on human skills,
technologies embedded in organisations and R&D institutes, technology learning
practices, and information infrastructure. Technological information is spread through out
the innovation system by communication channels inside the technology clusters,
institutional networks, and digital interfaces providing knowledge management tools to
increase problem-solving capabilities [14]. This knowledge helps regions to overcome
successful innovation waves. For instance, a major challenge that leading innovative
territories are facing today concerns emerging markets and technologies: keeping up to
date with ongoing trends in R&D and technology; the pace that markets mature in
semiconductors, personal computers, servers, corporate software; the rise of high-tech
markets related to smart phones, digital television, web services, and wireless
communications; the significance of ongoing investments in innovative products and
technologies, such as utility computing, chip sensors, sensor networks, plastic electronics,
and the wireless net.
Recent theoretical research has drawn attention on the interactive and collective
character of knowledge that generates the innovative capability of companies and
organisations. Nonaka and Takeuchi [15] introduced the concept of organisational
learning to describe knowledge generation that takes place within a community of
interactions. Organisational learning amplifies the knowledge created by individuals and
crystallises it into the structure of the organisation. Edquist et al. extended the field of
learning interactions from inside the organisation to cooperation networks among
organisations [16]. This sharing of knowledge takes a variety of forms, involving the
acquisition of existing knowledge from public organisations, R&D centres, universities,
licensing from other companies, or less formal types of exchange in technological
cooperation networks; it takes also the form of cooperative, new knowledge creation
within consortia of companies, universities and technology intermediaries. In the same
direction, Keeble, Lawson, Moore and Wilkinson have shown how ‘collective learning’,
a concept developed by Camagni and Lorenz, may contribute to the innovative behaviour
of technology clusters [17]. Collective learning describes the capacity of a social
environment to facilitate innovative behaviour by the firms that are members of this
milieu. This type of shared knowledge facilitates establishing a common language for
talking about technological and organisational problems, for effectively cooperating in a
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technological project, and for managing hierarchical relations and responsibilities among
different occupations assuring the consistency of collective decision-making.
Companies and organisations that are members of an innovative region have to
constantly update technological information and learning capabilities to improve
innovation and competitiveness [18]. Part of this knowledge is generated internally and
part of it is acquired from external sources. The two dimensions are reflected in business
intelligence vs. regional intelligence approaches. Business intelligence is developed by
companies to monitor information related to products, markets, and technologies in
which they are active. Regional intelligence on the contrary, is set-up by third party
organisations (regional authorities, business associations, universities, etc.) to inform
about wider trends in production, markets, and technologies. Taking this role of
providing information to complement internal knowledge, regional intelligence is
becoming a cornerstone for any region in which innovation and new product
development is based upon cooperation networks among companies, research institutions
and public administration. In small and medium-sized companies, in particular, regional
intelligence is of prime importance as it opens a window to new ideas, product models,
and innovative processes, exploiting creativity and know-how from the environment in
which they operate.
For both business and regional intelligence, information technologies and the internet
are becoming primary means. Technological information systems were fed by the internet
and the dot-com revolution, allowing world-wide cooperation on the exchange of
information. Today, as fast net access takes off, it is sparking new ways of using the
internet that we are just beginning to figure out. However, it is not only about
connectivity. Digital innovation spaces created with respect to R&D, technology transfer,
and technology funding, allow for the introduction of best practice and increase creativity
and problem-solving capabilities in organisations, whether large or small, in core or
peripheral regions. Regions through cooperation networks and the internet are taking
their first steps into regional intelligence.

2

Defining regional intelligence

Regional intelligence belongs to a new family of concepts, such as business intelligence,
territorial competitive intelligence, strategic economic intelligence, distributed
intelligence, social or collective intelligence, emphasising the organised and systemic
collection, analysis, and dissemination of information for business and development
purposes.
Business intelligence is the basis for this conceptual setting. It is defined as an
activity to overview the internal and external environment of a company, with the
intention of finding information that can be incorporated into management processes. It is
an organised procedure in the service of the strategic management of the company,
aiming to improve its competitiveness by the collection, treatment and dissemination of
information useful for controlling its environment. This informed decision-making uses
specific tools, mobilises employees, as well as internal and external networks [19].
Business intelligence does not include any illegal activity, it is rather a systematic method
of getting information, which is exploited for a business purpose, and to that extent a
deep gap separates it from its caricature of industrial espionage [20]. Business
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intelligence is also conceived as a strategic approach for systematically targeting,
tracking, communicating and transforming relevant ‘weak signs’ into actionable
information on which strategic decision-making is based. ‘Weak signs’ are anticipatory,
uncertain, ambiguous, and fragmented information, thus subject to interpretation and
multiple purpose meaning [21].
Business intelligence is mainly a company activity. It has evolved out of traditional
decision-support systems that gradually incorporated in-house databases (~1985), data
warehousing (~1995), customer relationship management (~2000), and integrated
business intelligence applications (~2003). From this evolution, it has the potential to
deliver enormous payback to the company, but demands unprecedented integration of
knowledge about customers, competition, market conditions, vendors, products, and the
entire supply chain [22].
Business intelligence is facilitated by software tools and a number of fundamental
inventions concerning the ways to deal with data. The latest solutions are focusing on the
semantic exploitation of data by means of computational intelligence technologies and
adaptive business intelligent applications [23]. Assigning meaning to data, delivering
knowledge from data, and deriving optimal decision support are key activities for all
business fields, from R&D, to technical design, production, quality control, and supply
chain management. Adaptive business intelligence integrates data mining, using
algorithms capable of discovering new or unknown facts from a dataset of information
gathered into a relational database system, and optimisation based on input-output models
[24]. On the other hand, valuable information about external business factors is readily
available on the web, and web farming is an approach gaining ground for business
intelligence [25]. Information assistants and information retrieval tools were developed
for this purpose, which act on behalf of the user: launch the query by using an analysis of
documents based on a semantic network defined by the system and visualise the results
according to data presentation or data exploration techniques [26].
At the other side of business intelligence is regional or territorial intelligence. This
may be defined as an informational nexus linking the actors of a locality [27–30]. It is a
network allowing ‘an observation strategy towards the competitors, the markets and the
environment. These practices lead to an economic intelligence approach, which, when
applied to the territory, is called territorial intelligence’ [28].
Thus regional or territorial intelligence is distributed intelligence organised along
networks of information and cooperation between actors located in proximity to each
other. It focuses on the external environment of a company, though it may also include
elements of internal information for comparison and benchmarking purposes. As
distributed organisational intelligence, it makes a step forward from traditional strategic
intelligence tools (watch, foresight, assessment) corresponding to the need of policy
makers to set localised strategic intelligence activities customised to their own particular
needs [31]. However, what mainly characterises regional intelligence is the fact that it is
organised by third party organisations; it is not bound to the rationality or scope of a
single company or organisation, but to the welfare of a territory, locality or administrative
region.

Regional intelligence
Table 1
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Business vs. regional intelligence

Business Intelligence
developed by the
company

Regional Intelligence
developed by third
party organisations

Internal company information

External company information

•

Company audit

•

Markets and products watch

•

Relational databases

•

Technology watch

•

Data mining

•

Competition watch

•

Balance scorecards

•

Materials prices watch

•

Modeling

•

Consumer trends

•

Optimisation

•

Company benchmarking

•

Business statistics

•

Business excellence
models

•

Regional indicators

•

Regional benchmarking

•

R&D results

•

Patents

•

Regional foresight

Regional intelligence is ‘collective’. It is a territory-based form of intelligence allowing a
relatively large number of people or organisations to cooperate in a process leading to the
definition or solution of a problem. The term ‘collective intelligence’ relates to an
extensive body of literature concerned with several subjects such as distributed cognition,
distributed knowledge systems, connected intelligence, networked intelligence,
reinforcement learning, distributed artificial intelligence, multi-agent systems, etc.
Notwithstanding their diversity, these philosophical and scientific trends describe human
or synthetic intelligence exhibiting properties, such as learning, perceiving, acting,
problem-solving, and so on. In a less anthropomorphic conception collective intelligence
characterises a large number of cooperating entities which work together so closely as to
become indistinguishable from a single organism with a single focus of attention and
threshold of action [32].
According to Levy ‘collective intelligence’ is a social project of varied intelligence,
distributed, unceasingly developed, and coordinated in real time [33]. This definition is
built upon four axioms: It is distributed: in the sense that nobody knows everything,
everyone knows something; knowledge is in humanity and not in a transcendent entity
that would organise its distribution near the company. It is unceasingly developed: Levy
insists on the concept of human qualities; each member of a community is carrying a
richness that would ensure a place and a contribution in collective intelligence. It is
coordinated in real time: the reference here is to cyberspace, to the semantic web in
particular, a tool supporting collective intelligence and allowing communication between
media on a large scale. Finally, it leads to an effective mobilisation of competences:
collective intelligence is not a theoretical or philosophical concept; it can underlie a new
effective social organisation, based on competences, knowledge, and wisdom [34].
In perspective, Levy argues, the semantic web will open new horizons to collective
intelligence. It will allow the creation of a virtual space where the hyperlinks do not point
to documents (texts or images) but concepts. In the model he elaborated, this semantic
space will be represented by a virtual architecture, a kind of ‘abstract city’ on several
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relevant dimensions of representation. This city mirroring collective intelligence will
shelter six ‘districts’ corresponding to mental representations referring to competences;
intentions; ‘declaratory’, ‘procedural’ and ‘existential’ knowledge; social networks;
technical networks; and social reality. Each district will shelter ‘semantic zones’, while
each zone will be defined in the language of collective intelligence. The informational
objects (sciences, arts, skills, institutions, documents, messages, people, and equipment)
will be represented as beings that connect the various parts of the city while transporting
resources from one zone to the other. By visiting the city, one will thus discover the
structure of the relations between the semantic zones, i.e. the structure of the collective
intelligence considered, on the level of a document, a company, a city, a country,
covering every aspect of information that circulates on the web [35].
Putting the above dimensions together, we may define regional intelligence as a
territorial information system having five characteristics:
1

It is a localised network of distributed informational modules.

2

It is developed by third party organisations for the welfare of a territory, locality or
region.

3

It uses human and artificial intelligence in the collection, processing, and
dissemination of information.

4

It communicates via the Internet.

5

It is integrated so effectively that its constituting parties become indistinguishable
for the external user.

3

Early forms: outlook of selected cases

To date, applications of regional intelligence are limited and their structure is rather
simple. We have identified a number of institutions (observatories, documentation
centres, technology centres) that collect and disseminate information in organised ways
targeted on regional audiences. Most are linked to public administrations and their
operating costs are covered by public funds. We do not include ‘digital cities’ which
represent and promote particular cities and regions on the web. Though they show some
similarities, digital cities follow a radically different rationale from regional intelligence.
We will discuss three cases of regional intelligence focusing on regions, industry clusters,
and technology learning networks.
An organised attempt to develop regional intelligence is found in regional
observatories in the UK regions of the East Midlands, East England, South East England,
the South West, the North West, and Yorkshire. These observatories more or less follow
the same model: they are based on a network of regional actors; collect statistical data;
mainly cover the public aspects of the economic and social life in the region; and
disseminate information via the web. They use advanced web applications, combining
databases, automated interfaces, and provide information on many fields, sectors, and
activities of the region.
•

Established in 1999, the East Midlands Observatory is a network of organisations
with an interest and involvement in information and research. The purpose of the
Observatory is to provide the primary regional framework for the collection and
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sharing of high quality, balanced and relevant economic, environmental, social and
spatial information and research. Main activities include surveying and researching
selected topics related to industries, skills, and regional economic trends, information
monitoring and dissemination through a website on which one can find information
and statistics on the East Midlands, discover research done by Observatory partners,
learn about other organisations’ research projects, and link to websites with useful
information. Target audiences are the partner organisations, public sector
organisations, local businesses, local and regional trade organisations, potential
inward investors, educational institutions, and citizens [36].
•

East of England Observatory provides an information gateway to this region. It is
addressed to people and organisations interested in discovering more about the
social, economic and environmental development of the East of England
(Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk). Main
areas of activity include research (regional census, social exclusion, policy analysis);
a review of the regional economic strategy completed in 1999 with a full review
every three years; follow-up of indicators on business registration, workforce, R&D,
business location, gross value added and employment, manufacturing investment,
and productivity. Geographical information systems facilitate mapping regional
social and economic performance [37].

•

Yorkshire Futures is the Regional Intelligence Network for Yorkshire and the
Humber region, providing information and intelligence about the region, with the
aim of improving decision-making and better preparing for the future. The vision is
to set up an influential and objective network, ensuring that all regional policy
decisions are based on robust, reliable and timely information and intelligence,
contributing to making Yorkshire and Humber a world-class region. Main functions
are to provide quicker, fuller and more accurate data; to conduct forward looking
research to prepare the region for future events and trends; to undertake policy
analysis improving decision-making, benchmarking and good practice dissemination.
Information is organised into about 20 thematic areas, among which are strategies
and policy, business competitiveness, workforce and skills, environment, business,
futures. Three monthly briefings inform about economic trends, policy
developments, and EU policies. A novel characteristic is the Knowledge Rich
Programme (KRICH) through which regional businesses can access vital
information before their competitors. Developed by Yorkshire Forward, KRICH is a
business information service which provides online access to advice and expertise on
innovation, research and new technology development; equipment, facilities and
services to support research, testing, new product and process development;
intellectual property rights and licensing opportunities; the latest technological,
scientific, legislation and management developments; practical guidance on
improving business competitiveness and profitability through innovation; and an
online forum for sharing experience and learning best practice [38].

•

The Regional Intelligence Unit offers organisations in the North West region access
to key intelligence. The online information intelligence system enables them to find
the information needed with greater ease, efficiency, and speed. The Unit supports
the Regional Intelligence Network (RIN), a network of data researchers and
practitioners from all interested areas in the region, which facilitates the flow of data,
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information, intelligence and best practice. The Unit undertakes a process of
identifying intelligence gaps in the region, in partnership and consultation with
regional players who are members of the RIN. The Unit uses Geographical
Information Systems that allow datasets to be analysed and displayed spatially,
undertakes analysis on various economic datasets, and provides a series of regional
statistics [39].

These observatories offer a standard level of regional intelligence, shaped by the target
groups they focus on. There are some weaknesses in the design of the user interface, the
roaming and search functions. With the exemption of KRICH, data comes from socioeconomic surveys and statistics; that limits target groups to academia and the public
administration who are the usual ‘customers’ of such data. The scope of information is
long-term planning, regional policy, and setting up strategies for employment, the
environment, and living conditions. This type of data needs a low speed of information
renewal, and limited internal information processing between gathering and
dissemination functions.
Important work on regional intelligence is taking place in Lorraine, France. The
region, with a population of 2.3 million, is located in the western part of France. There is
strong presence of traditional industrial sectors, textiles and wood, though 13 technology
support centres are gradually forging a change towards new industries and services in
pharmaceuticals and aeronautics. Two applications related to regional intelligence have
been developed: DECiLOR and EPINETTE [40].
DECiLOR is an application for economic and strategic intelligence set up by the
Regional Council of Lorraine. It is the heaviest European investment in regional
intelligence with € five million spent over three years. It is addressed to companies in
Lorraine in the sectors of wood, logistics, metal works, and pharmaceuticals. The aim is
to provide companies with the essential means to make use of economic intelligence:
personalised information, search methodologies, personalised watch corresponding to
company environment. To this end, DECiLOR offers information of any type, validated,
qualified, and classified in a database for use by companies in Lorraine, while employing
methodologies adapted to the constraints of small and medium companies. It is based on
a specialist team making up the back office cell of project control, which feeds the three
sectoral watch centres.
EPINETTE was developed by CRITT-Bois, a technology centre for the wood
industry, offering more focused technological intelligence for the needs of the wood
cluster. It structures information elaborated by CRITT-Bois, which conducts
approximately 100 and 50 studies and answers about 200 information requests regarding
norms, patents, products and companies, per year. Information is organised in different
sectors based on services provided to clients, including:
•

A technological survey, which provides information on suppliers, products, and
companies in the wood sector; research labs and research results; industry standards
and patents; articles in the professional press, and technical documents and files.

•

An on line audit, with modules allowing audits to be performed in different fields of
the business activity.

•

A search for subcontracting, which allows companies to offer products and
technologies to European partners and look for partnership in Europe within the
context of Innovation Relay Centres.

Regional intelligence
•

A search for products and services using key words and taking back related
companies, patents, research labs, press articles, and technology offers.

•

Documentation, provided in cooperation with ENSTIB, the national school of
technologies and industries of wood in the province of Epinal.
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The interface is user-friendly with well-defined and clear information taxonomy; there
are constant information renewal and search capabilities. The strengths of the application
are in the bonds developed between regional intelligence, technology expertise and endusers, linking EPINETTE as an information-processing hub with a dedicated
technological centre (CRITT-Bois) and the wood cluster of Lorraine.
In the context of European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) innovative actions
2001–2003, the regional administration of Thessaly, Greece, developed a digital
infrastructure facilitating new product development, which includes a regional
intelligence component. The application is supported by learning networks, which bring
together companies, research labs, and business associations to discuss and exchange
experience, expertise and best practice. Learning networks were organised in different
industry sectors, such as textiles and clothing, food and beverages, construction materials,
and furniture. They offer a forum of interaction, information and evaluation of products
and technologies selected by company executives. Learning networks were seconded by a
Regional Documentation Centre (RDC) that offers information services surveying
markets and product innovations.
The Regional Documentation Centre processes and disseminates information having
organised three parallel modules:
1

A technology and market watch module that searches the web and the technical press
daily for new markets and product announcements in the fields of textiles, food, and
metallurgy. It continuously updates a database relating to international and financial
news, conferences, exhibitions, scientific studies, job opportunities, regulations, new
products and technologies, which it offers free of charge to organisations
participating in the learning networks.

2

A business benchmarking module allowing competition analysis. It is an assessment
procedure, which compares the performance of a company against a selected group
of companies, defining the strengths and weaknesses of the former. For each
assessment indicator used, the application provides information about the position of
the company within the comparison group and the distance from the best
performance. A local network of private consultants uses the system and provides the
necessary information for the operation.

3

A regional innovation performance module based on an annual report of regional
innovation indicators, much like the EU innovation scoreboard. Using the Eurostat
database CRONOS, 20 indicators were defined showing the performance of the
Region in the new economy. The areas covered are the productive system, human
resources, creation of knowledge, and innovation. Comparisons with other regions
highlight the strengths and weaknesses of Thessaly and the opportunities offered by
the regional environment in which companies and learning networks operate.

RDC is accessible online. In parallel, a newsletter with the latest information circulates
every month. The subject structure is simple and clear, assuming that users will have
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limited experience on use of the internet. It was evaluated very positively by its endusers, especially the sections offering information on emerging markets and market
opportunities. The system demands continuous updates. An animation group works daily
to collect, evaluate, and enter data into the databases. The information technology
solutions used are rather conventional, with databases and html interface; most of the
work for finding and assessing information relies on human intelligence.

4

Structuring regional intelligence

Fundamental elements of regional intelligence are the informational modules. These are
entities, which gather, process and disseminate information with specific content and
selected target groups. However, the major challenge is to be able to combine knowledge
from different sources, to integrate information from the distributed network that collects
and elaborates data, and customise information to the needs of particular users and
organisations.
Based on the cases mentioned in the previous section and a survey on regional
information applications presented in the European database RINNO [41], we consider
that most important informational modules for building regional intelligence are those
covering as much as possible the whole innovation process, including:
•

Dissemination of research results (R&D outcomes, product or service concepts,
prototypes, patents) that the user may consult and go on to sign an exploitation
agreement, in the case where he/she is interested.

•

Competition analysis and benchmarking the performance of a selected organisation,
company or region with respect to a defined group of organisations who make the
comparison reference.

•

Market and technology watch which offers updates on technology trends, products,
and innovations.

•

Regional foresight about expected changes in regional markets, technologies and
socio-economic conditions.

The variety of informational modules composing existing regional intelligence initiatives
shows that there is no single solution to the problem of structure and content. Two
directions clearly emerge: the targets on public administrations with the aim of improving
regional policy and planning, while the second focuses on industry sectors, clusters and
technology networks to facilitate innovation product and market access. This is a
difference based on content, but content is not the only factor shaping regional
intelligence. The structure and functionality of the later is determined by a number of
decisions related to the selection and organisation of information content, modules and
services; the integration and correlation of data from different information modules; the
customisation of information; the capability of offering different content with respect to
the needs of particular organisations; and the level of automation used or the combination
of human and artificial intelligence in information retrieval and assessment.
Choices and alternative settings in relation to these issues define the character,
complexity and friendless of a regional intelligence system, its potential users, reception,
and future.

Regional intelligence
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4.1 R&D dissemination module
This module, found in some regional intelligence applications, provides information
about current state of research in public and private organisations operating within the
boundaries of a region. It gathers and disseminates information on new product / service
concepts produced by research projects. The regional dimension has to do with the
organisations feeding the database and with the users as well. The origin of regional
intelligence focusing on R&D may be traced back to a number of global technology
market places developed by Cordis and Yet2.com.
Cordis Technology Marketplace is a free on line service where one can find research
and technological development results and search for innovative business opportunities
on emerging technologies. It includes exploitable research results stored in the Results
Service; a showcase of best results is displayed as technology offers; additional
information relates to innovation news, events, useful links, and local support. The
information stems from public and private sector organisations, and EU and non-EU
funded research (regional, national, etc.) as well. Five scientific domains are covered:
Biology and Medicine, Energy, Environment, Information Technologies and
Telecommunications, and Industrial Technologies. Technology offers are classified into
three areas, according to the offers’ marketability and closeness to market exploitation:
1

Business offers, which are close to market exploitation and for which a prototype has
already been developed.

2

Science offers, which are at the research and development stage; it is highly
scientific in nature and has exploitable potential for a very selective/specialised
market.

3

Society offers, which are involved with concerns/issues that affect society at large.

All results included in the market place are awaiting further exploitation, such as
production and/or marketing agreements, further development or funding. The database is
updated whenever new results become available (usually on a weekly basis). Entries are
comprehensive, providing information about the research result, the contributing
organisation, and the type of collaboration sought, prototype availability, commercial
potential, contact point information, and other details.
Yet2.com is the first global forum for buying and selling technology on the internet. It
was founded in 1999. A self-portrait highlights yet2.com as a virtual technology
marketplace, offering companies and individuals an unprecedented opportunity to
conveniently and privately purchase, sell, license and research some of the world’s most
valuable intellectual assets. Spanning all industries and areas of research and
development, yet2.com is a community where technology officers, scientists and
researchers can unearth cutting-edge discoveries as well as new applications for tried and
tested technologies. yet2.com helps companies extract value from undervalued or unused
technologies by streamlining the traditionally lengthy and ineffective process of
technology transfer. Many of the world’s premier research and development companies
currently provide proprietary technologies on an exclusive basis to yet2.com, creating a
robust marketplace where the world’s most coveted inventions are listed, sold and,
ultimately, applied.
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At the regional level, few R&D dissemination applications have been developed,
among which are ‘Madri+d’ in Spain, and ‘DRC of Central Macedonia’ in Greece.
Madri+d is the regional information and technological promotion network of public
research centres and private non-profit entities linked to the technological innovation of
the region. The network is composed of 35 organisations with 14,000 researchers and it is
coordinated by the Comunidad de Mardid. Madri+d focuses on the management and
dissemination of intellectual capital of regional institutions and companies by intensively
using information technologies and the internet. It also works on the definition of
common strategies and methodologies in the exploitation of research results, the
provision of high added-value services to researchers and companies, and the motivation
for the creation of new technology-based firms. Overall Madri+d manages the regional
scientific and technological knowledge, adding value to the territorial competitiveness,
and allowing for the public to take part of Madrid’s science and technology issues [42].
The Digital Research Centre for Cooperative Innovation (DRC) is a new
infrastructure in the region of Central Macedonia, which supports cooperation between
academic research and business through the exploitation of research results that have
been produced by the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and other research and
technology institutes of the region. The structure of the Centre was defined with respect
to an extended market research on technology demand that surveyed businesses in
agriculture, insurance, manufacturing, energy, consulting, construction, transportation,
informatics, telecommunications, banking, tourism, and health. The survey unveiled the
lack of R&D departments in the majority of companies and an absence of collaborations
between academic research labs and the private sector. To balance the limited regional
R&D inputs, compared with global databases, DRC provides additional information
related to the exploitation of R&D results and online roadmaps to intellectual property
management, product prototyping, spin-off incubation, and management of quality [43].
The main advantage of regional R&D / technology market places with respect to
global applications is in the cooperative exploitation of research results. Networks of
cooperation between technology providers and users are more easily developed on a
regional rather than an international scale. Furthermore, these networks are more
effective. The reasons are well justified in the literature analysing the geographic scales
of technology cooperation and transfer, and the problems produced by the geographical,
cultural and linguistic distances between technology providers and users [44].
If technology cooperation is more effective at the regional level, regional R&D
databases suffer from limited diversity. However, the scope of a regional technology
market place is to counterbalance the lack of internal R&D departments in most
companies. Providing information about research capabilities and results that are
available next door is the first move for developing cooperative research and substitute
internal R&D departments by external public research facilities.

4.2 Benchmarking module(s)
In different forms, this module operates in almost all regional intelligence applications
allowing the performance of organisations, companies, and territories to be compared.
Benchmarking is a process of identifying, understanding, and adapting outstanding
practices and processes found inside and outside an organisation. It is based on the
systematic comparison of indicators, which capture the essence of best practice and
performance.
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Company benchmarking was pioneered by Xerox in 1979 as part of the strategy to
cope with international competition in the photocopier market; since then its scope has
been enlarged to include business services and processes. The benchmarking process
involves comparing one firm’s performance on a set of measurable parametres of
strategic importance against other firms known to have achieved best performance on
those indicators [45]. There are many ways in which benchmarking can be applied.
Competitive benchmarking is performed versus competitors and data analysis is done as
to what causes the competitor’s superior performance. Internal benchmarking examines
differences in performance in organisations that have multiple units or branch plants
operating in different regions. Process benchmarking compares discrete process
performance and functionality against organisations that are excellent in those processes.
Generic benchmarking looks at the way resources and technologies are used at selected
companies independent of their industries. The main outcomes of company
benchmarking are on the one hand, the definition of strengths and weaknesses of an
organisation, and on the other hand, the precise/ quantitative definition of improvement
margins in management, production, and distribution performance. The results are
sensitive on the number of indicators used and the size of the databases supporting
comparisons.
On the other side, regional benchmarking has evolved from the analysis of time series
on regional development data. Regional statistics on resources, employment, and growth
offer the basis for describing and modeling changes in regional economies. What is new
in regional benchmarking is the simultaneous collection and elaboration of data from
many regions and the positioning of a region’s performance against other regions. Again
the fundamental process is comparison: a set of regional performance indicators is
defined, and data allow the changes in these indicators over time and different territories
to be traced.
The first attempts to systematically compare regional innovation and development
performance were made in the USA at the end of the 1990s. The Massachusetts
Innovation Economy Index is probably the oldest exercise [46]. It is composed of 28
indicators reporting annually on the Massachusetts economy. It uses statistical data to
illustrate how the State performs in the new economy, and compares this performance to
selected regional economies throughout the USA. The Index is based upon the principle
that innovation is a critical factor for development; it focuses on the nine most important
industry clusters to better understand how innovation processes influence the growth of
these heavily-concentrated clusters. All of the selected indicators derive from objective
and reliable data sources, are statistically measurable on an ongoing basis, reflect
economic vitality, and measure conditions in which there is an active public interest.
Indicators are divided into three interrelated groups:
1

resources in the fields of human, technology, and investment resources, and
infrastructure

2

innovation processes leading to results; from idea generation, to commercialisation,
entrepreneurship, and business innovation

3

results including outcomes for people and business, job growth, rising average
wages, and export value.
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Monitoring the State’s capacity is crucial for assessing its strength and resilience. At the
same time, benchmark comparisons can provide an important context for understanding
how Massachusetts is doing with respect to other regions. Massachusetts is compared
with the national average or with a composite measure of six competing and leading
technology States: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Minnesota, New Jersey, and
New York.
The equivalent in Europe is the EU innovation scoreboard, which was launched in
response to the Lisbon Council ambitious target to make Europe the most competitive
knowledge-based economy by 2010. The scoreboard presents statistical data on 17
indicators in four areas: human resources; knowledge creation; transmission and
application of new knowledge; innovation finance, output and markets. It shows
achievements and trends; it compares also performances among EU Member States, the
US and Japan. The first publication in 2001 presented data over the period 1995–2000,
while the second report in 2002 included regional data as well allowing benchmarking of
EU regions over seven indicators. The scoreboard provides detailed analysis by country,
region, and indicator, while as a policy instrument offers new insights on innovation and
growth.
The methodological basis of both company and regional benchmarking is more or
less the same. The process starts with defining the indicators which we wish to compare
and then this is followed by data collection, comparison with data coming from previous
periods or other organisations and territories, reporting of main findings, and setting of
improvement plans. Three critical elements exist in this process. First is the definition of
indicators, which should reflect the underlying processes shaping the performance of an
organisation or geographic entity. Second, the collection of data over different time scales
and territories has to follow the same rules and quality standards. Third, the definition of
comparison algorithms should lead to new variables meaningful in the context of models
and explanatory schemes.

4.3 Market and technology watch module
In the simplest form the watch module appears as the collection and dissemination of
information about commodities and prices. In more advanced solutions it includes
product offer and demand, auctions, announcement of new products, new machinery and
technology, production reports, and future estimations about prices and production
volume. Because of the complexity and extent of information, market watch is better
organised on an industry or cluster basis. One of the most sophisticated applications is to
be found at <www.yarnsandfibers.com> that covers market intelligence on the textile and
fiber industry. Lorraine Epinette and Thessaly Documentation Centre, discussed in the
previous section, are mainly constructed as market and technology watch applications.
Market and product information is the most direct way to get close to innovation.
This is clearly documented in the 2nd Community Innovation Survey carried out during
1996–97 that questioned approximately 40,000 companies in the EU. Improving the
quality of products or services is the most frequent quoted very important objective (59%
for manufacturing companies and 68% for services). Among the product-oriented
objectives, also the extension of the product range (that is launching new products) and
the opening up of new markets are considered as important goals for a large number of
innovating companies. On the other hand, replacement of products being phased out is
mentioned as an important aim by only a relatively small proportion of innovators. This
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conclusion is validated by surveys we carried out during Regional Innovation Strategies
(RIS), and reflects the difficulty that smaller companies face in developing original
innovations and introducing new products. Table 2 shows the information fields that a
market and technology watch module should take into account.
Table 2

Reasons for developing innovation (EU-15, 1996)

Activity

Manufacturing

Services

Product oriented objectives
•

Improve product quality

59

68

•

Open up new markets or increase market share

52

48

•

Extend product range

43

49

•

Replace products being phased out

23

19

Process related objectives
•

Improve production flexibility

32

40

•

Reduce labour costs

40

38

•

Reduce materials consumption

28

18

•

Reduce energy consumption

22

16

Adaptation to regulations
•

Adoption of standards and regulations

23

18

•

Reduce environmental damage

25

18

Source: European Commission (2001), op. cit. [18]

Market and technology watch requires three operations. First, the continuous and
systematic scan of information sources to identify relevant information. Second, entry of
this information into a database and preparation of reports; and third the notification of
recipients about new information included in the database. Though this looks rather
simple, the process is highly sophisticated. Few elements of search and elaboration
functions can be automated with the use of crawlers and robots. A team of specialised
personnel has to manually perform the necessary tasks and set-up intelligent search
routines. The level of automation is limited to the spheres of data storage and
dissemination via the web.

4.4 Regional foresight module
Regional foresight (RF) has been recently applied in a few EU regions to improve
understanding of ongoing technology trends and improve decision-making [47]. These
initiatives are placed among the practices for developing the innovation potential of EU
regions, which started with RIS projects and now continue with ERDF Innovative
Actions and the ‘Regions of Knowledge’ pilot action.
RF can be defined as a systematic, participatory process, involving gathering
intelligence and building visions for the medium-to-long-term future, and aimed at
informing present-day decisions and mobilising joint actions [48]. RF involves thinking
about emerging opportunities, challenges, trends and discontinuities; however, the aim is
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not to produce insights about the future, but to bring together key regional actors and
regional sources of knowledge and develop strategic visions and anticipatory intelligence.
Foresight can help regions to break down barriers and to create networks sharing
common visions. It can be useful to inform action at any level, from business, to
academia and the regional administration; it is only worthwhile when it can be tied to
such action. More precisely, regional foresight brings awareness about emerging trends in
different areas of regional life, including: Social trends, with emphasis on human capital,
covering issues such as demography, settlement, mobility, identity, citizenship, networks,
social capital, education and training, healthcare; science and technology trends, with
emphasis on emerging technologies, R&D results, but also market opportunities, social
and economic needs; business dynamics on major industry clusters, start-ups, economic
performance, competitiveness and exports; and territorial vision, in which the region is
considered as a whole in a nexus of resources, geopolitics, economy, and development.
Regional foresight involves five essential elements:
1

“Structured anticipation and projections of long-term social, economic and
technological developments and needs.

2

Interactive and participatory methods of exploratory debate, analysis and study,
involving a wide variety of stakeholders.

3

These interactive approaches involve forging social networks. Emphasis on the
networking role varies across Foresight programmes. It is often taken to be equally,
if not more, important than the more formal products such as reports and lists of
action points.

4

The formal products of Foresight go beyond the presentation of scenarios, and
beyond the presentation of plans. What is crucial is the elaboration of a guiding
vision, to which a shared sense of commitment can be attached.

5

This shared vision is not a Utopia. There has to be explicit recognition and
explication of the implications for present day decisions and actions” [49].

From a regional intelligence point of view, RF contributes at two levels. First, it goes
beyond conventional ‘future studies’ and brings awareness about long-term trends and
challenges into immediate planning and decision-making; thus it links to the
preoccupation of regional intelligence to produce knowledge for immediate action.
Second, it recognises that knowledge in the knowledge-based economy is distributed, and
delivers future estimations through networks and participatory schemes. Regional
foresight stakeholders are industry associations, universities, businesses, chambers of
industry and commerce, technology intermediary organisations, and citizens, and the
same ones we meet in regional intelligence networks; thus it deepens the distributed and
network dimension of regional intelligence.

5

Integration of distributed intelligence

Looking at the most innovative regions, we find that several regional information systems
have been developed including regional foresight; company and regional benchmarking;
R&D databases and interfaces matching technology demand and supply; online
technology and market watch; databases with skills and competences information. But,
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these systems are disconnected; they are not integrated; each one is addressed mainly to a
different group of end users and provides information in a specific field of interest. For
instance, an application, which produces benchmarking reports on business performance
in a given industry, does not give the opportunity to check what the available
technological improvements in the industry are nor what the market trends and market
niches available are. Informational integration, joint research capability, interoperability
across locations and types of information, are qualities which miss in most existing
systems of regional intelligence.
However, we cannot speak properly of regional intelligence until this integration
takes place. As Minsky has shown, integration is key process for intelligence [50]. This is
true for any type of intelligence, human and artificial as well. Minsky’s theory of the
‘Society of Mind’ asserts that intelligence is the product of the interaction of a vast
number of distinct and individually simple, but intricately connected, processes known as
agents that are themselves mindless. In this sense intelligence emerge from nonintelligence. He calls ‘Society of Mind’ this structure of rudimentary non-intelligent
agents, which combine and link together to form broader, higher levels of complexity.
Each agent by itself can only do some simple thing that needs no intelligence or thought
at all. Yet when these agents are organised in societies – in certain very special ways –
this leads to intelligence. Agents are ordered in agencies that are structured sets and can
carry out functions different from the parts comprising them. Agencies can use other
agencies without comprehending how the latter functions. This is the most normal
relationship between agencies. Intelligence then is a network and hierarchical tree; it does
not arise from certain isolated, specialised processing centres but from organising a large
number of non-intelligent particles.
Transferring this structuring concept to distributed collective intelligence strengthens
integration as cornerstone of regional intelligence. Bridging information systems, agents
and services, we may generate exceptionally complex networks and hierarchies that allow
replying tricky questions and increase problem-solving capabilities.
Figure 2 shows a concept of integration to bridge distributed informational modules
located into a region. A core is created with the connection of public domain databases
and content, which are operated by different regional actors and providers. The regional
dimension assures the compatibility of modules, the organisational base and trust that are
necessary for this system. Integration is about providing common entrance gates, search
functions, definition of inter-database descriptors, compatible content categories,
metadata, etc. The periphery is made of individual databases belonging to companies,
which perform their own data mining, scorecard, modeling and reporting functions with
respect to internal data and external information from core public domains. Integration is
double: on the one hand between core modules of market watch, company performance,
R&D results, regional foresight, regional statistics, etc., and on the other between public
content and company data.
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Figure 2

Integration of distributed informational modules
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Various integration strategies may be deployed to make this system happen. A ground
common to all is the agreement between regional organisations to link their information
resources and adopt common collection, information processing and dissemination rules.
Strategies differ with respect to organisational agreements and the type of artificial
intelligence applied.
Ex-ante integration is centralised integration and presupposes early stage
coordination between the partners involved. The agreement starts from the design of the
core informational modules in order to allow interoperability and common standards in
data entry, data communication and exchange, and search functions. Ideally it would be a
unique regional database with difference sections according to the modules selected.
Regional organisations participating in the development of the system specialise in
separate informational modules, while cooperate in the management of the global system.
Specifications are communicated to companies on how to harmonise their internal
databases with the core. A central coordination agency is needed to oversee integrated
design and resolve problems created from differentiation, maturing, and improvement of
core modules.
Meta-search integration is lower level integration, less centralised, but more open
and expandable. Regional organisations develop the core information modules separately,
but allow agents and integration servers to work on their system. Exploiting increasing
amount of diverse web-accessible data is recognised as an important problem. In this
context, data modeling and related knowledge processing need a comprehensive
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representation and modeling of metadata, potential use of knowledge representation for
correlating metadata from heterogeneous media, and use of ontologies to deal with
terminological differences between terms in the information requests and those in
metadata and data [51]. Integration servers may also contribute, enabling effective
analysis covering many applications and databases, integrating a large number of
databases and tables in a closed logical model, allowing the user to search simultaneously
in structured information as well as unstructured information.
Creative integration is a step forward. It is based on centralised or decentralised
structuring of informational modules, but also includes an active information processing
team which creates new content from the combination of distributed information. The
system becomes proactive with the publication of periodical reports, newsletters,
personalised information bulletins, while new descriptors and indicators become
available from the integration of distributed data. Creative integration uses both advanced
information technology and human intelligence. From the collection and elaboration of
data, it goes on to show good practice on how to use information, indicates links and
associations in the interpretation of data, and develops creative thinking on how to
proceed from information and learning to innovation.
A group of EU regions and organisations are actually working together, in the
framework of the ‘Regions of Knowledge’ pilot action, to develop an integrated system
of regional intelligence [52]. The project is called ‘Meta-Foresight’ meaning both the use
and advancement of knowledge generated during regional foresight exercises. ‘MetaForesight’ aims to integrate several information systems that have been created in Europe
and elaborate a common model for EU regional intelligence. Information systems under
consideration include regional foresight reports, benchmarking applications, R&D
databases, applications matching technology demand and supply, online technology and
market watch, regional competences and technology skills information. Meta-search
integration is mainly considered since the problem is to bridge existing applications than
creating new content.

6

Conclusion

In August 2003, BusinessWeek Magazine dossier ‘The Future of Technology’
investigated the prospects of the next round of technology after the collapse of the dotcom boom [53]. Searching for next key players, it looked at Silicon Valley, which faced
the most severe recession losing about 20% of its workforce and 22% of the employment
in the software industry.
“Although it has never before been taken down so hard or for so long, the local
economy has always experienced wild booms and busts. In the mid-1980s,
when the PC industry consolidated around a handful of companies, the area lost
nearly 10% of its jobs. It didn’t dip below 5% until the month after Netscape
went public. The web breathed new life into the Valley. What was followed
was a historic run. By December 2002, more than 140,000 jobs had been
created in the San Jose area, according to the Labour Dept. Then the bottom fell
out. By April, 2003, eight years’ of job creation had been wiped out.”
(pp.42–53)

The focus of the dossier was to elucidate ‘what the next big thing’ will be and whether a
new round of technological innovations will lead this region to thrive again. However,
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what the stories brought up was that no one could tell convincingly what the ‘next big
thing’ will be; furthermore, whether the Valley will be part of it.
This kind of situation is typical of regions following a knowledge-intensive
development trajectory. The advantages offered by innovation breakthroughs very soon
evaporate thanks to duplication and relocation of the same agents who contributed to
these breakthroughs. The region has to go on searching for a new round of innovation and
competitive advantage. Ceaseless ups and downs are compressed in short-term cycles of
technology investment and de-valorisation. Surfing on waves of innovation, an intelligent
region has to assure that when something new happens companies and technology
organisations will be able to respond to it.
Regional intelligence is part of the new arsenal of such regions. Integrating
information, knowledge and competences distributed among organisations and
individuals over a territory it ends up by opening our mind to emerging social behaviours
and trends vis-à-vis technological innovations. Technologies co-exist in laboratories and
research institutes waiting for the social demand to make the ‘wave function’ collapse
and crystallise a new round of innovations.
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